
FOR GETTING WORDS WHEN WRITING A PERCENT

I work in the legal field and it is necessary to write out percentages. I need I always write numbers up to ninety-nine in
words, greater numbers in digits, and percentages as . Excuse the brain freeze above. i didn't get much sleep last night.

Anyone suggesting otherwise is missing the point. The APA style guide requires the use of the percentage
symbol after a number, but it also requires you to spell out percentages when using the word in a sentence.
Percent literally means "per hundred". For example: When multiplying 4. Berto on July 30, pm Is the comma
used as a thousand separator everywhere English is spoken, or is that just an American rule? However you
write out percentages, if you and your collegues do it the same for long enough, THAT will be the correct
way. Four point nine seven five percent. I bet it was an APR of 5. I also agree with porsche. History, business
and some fine arts studies use the Chicago-Turabian style guide. It does not say anything about number equal
or greater than ten. I just added this info to the post, thanks for asking. You'll also get three bonus ebooks
completely free! Since its unlikely that in the original accounting or contracts, figures were recorded to the
fourth place after the decimal point when is the last time you took out a bank loan with an APR of 5.
Percentage came to us as part of the metric numeric system, along with metres, litres and kilos, all of which
use decimals not fractions. The point of a decimal is to do away with messy fractions. Colleges, journalism
outlets, book publishers and scientific groups â€” to name a few â€” all use different style guides for writing.
First things first, what is the difference between a number and a numeral? Thanks anyway. Even if you knew
the hundreths place to be zero, 4. Subscribe to Daily Writing Tips today! But see rule 3! Use of "of" would be
a double preposition. At the end of the day though, consistency is the most important rule.


